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Abstract
In this paper we deal with the study of pairs of rings where all intermediate rings are Jaard.
Furthermore, we introduce a new invariant allowing us to compute the number of Jaard domains
between any given extension of integral domains AB. We also give a new characterization of
valuation domains and one-dimensional Prufer domains and provide many examples to illustrate
the theory. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Throughout this paper, R ,! S denotes an extension of commutative rings, qf(R)
the quotient eld of R, [X ] = [X1; : : : ; Xn] a collection of n independent indeterminates,
n 1 and tr.deg [S :R] the transcendence degree of qf(S) over qf(R). We recall that
a ring R of nite (Krull) dimension n is a Jaard ring if its valuative dimension (the
limit of the sequence (dimR [X1; : : : ; Xn] − n, n2N)dimv R, is also n. Prufer domains
and Noetherian domains are Jaard domains. R is said to be a locally Jaard ring
if RP is a Jaard ring for each prime ideal P 2Spec(R). A prime ideal P of R is a
Jaard prime if ht P= htv P [16], where htv P=dimv RP is the valuative height of P.
We assume familiarity with these concepts as in [2, 7, 16].
Considerable attention has been paid over the years to pairs of domains where all
intermediate rings satisfy a given ring theoretic property such as integrally closed, lying-
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over, incomparable, Noetherian or residually algebraic properties. Our purpose here is to
complete this circle of ideas by dealing with the pairs of rings where all intermediate
rings are required to be Jaard (resp., locally Jaard) rings, and call them Jaard
(resp., Jaard rings) pairs. There are two basic classical examples of Jaard pairs:
(1) (R; S), where R is a Jaard domain and S is an integral extension of R.
(2) (R; qf(R)), where the integral closure of R is a Prufer domain (cf. [5, Lemme
2.1]).
Our study is motivated by [6, Theoreme 1.9(i)] which states that for any Jaard do-
main R, each ring between R and R [X ] is a Jaard domain. Moreover, any Noetherian
pair [24] is naturally a locally Jaard pair, and hence a Jaard pair. However, the
converse fails to be true even when R and S are Noetherian domains. As a matter of
fact, for any Noetherian domain R, (R; R [X ]) is a Jaard pair, while (R; R [X ]) is a
Noetherian pair if and only if R is a eld (cf. [24, Corollary 5]).
In Section 1, we are interested in how an extension of domains yields a Jaard (resp.,
Locally Jaard) pair. Furthermore, we point out the connection with residually algebraic
pairs [8] and the altitude inequality formula [21]. In Section 2, we introduce several new
concepts: (stably) strong S (resp., (universally) catenarian, totally Jaard, residually
Jaard) pairs, and we give necessary and sucient conditions for a pair of domains
(R; S), sharing a common ideal, to yield a P-pair when \P" ranges over the cited
properties. A natural question arising from this study is whether one can compute the
number of Jaard (resp., locally Jaard) domains in the set [R; S] for a given extension,
where [R; S] is the set of all intermediate domains between R and S. Thus, to ensure
completeness, in Section 3, we introduce the concept of Jaard (resp., locally Jaard)
Index of a pair to be that number. We then try to compute the index for particular
pairs. One of the most signicant results of this paper (Theorem 3.6) provides new
characterizations of valuation domains. Moreover, generalizing [8, Corollary 3.7], we
give sucient conditions for a domain to be Prufer and we characterize Prufer domains
of dimension one. Section 4 deals with examples and counterexamples illustrating our
results and showing their limits.
1. Jaard pairs
Let R S be any extension of rings and set [R; S] (resp., [R; S]J , [R; S]l: J ) to be the
set of all intermediate rings (resp., Jaard ring, locally Jaard rings) between R and S.
(R; S) is said to be a Jaard pair (resp., locally Jaard pair) if any ring T 2 [R; S] is a
Jaard (resp., locally Jaard) ring. Recall that a domain R satises the altitude formula
(resp., the altitude inequality formula) if for each integer nite-type R-algebra S and
for each prime ideal P of S, we have ht P= htp+ tr:deg[S; R]− tr:deg[S=P; R=p] (resp.,
ht P  htp+ tr:deg[S; R]− tr:deg[S=P; R=p]), where p=P \R.
Following [5], we say that an integral domain R satises absolutely the altitude
inequality formula, if any domain between R and its quotient eld satises the altitude
inequality formula. This is equivalent to the fact that (R; qf(R)) is a locally Jaard
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pair [5, Lemme 2.1]. In particular, for any Prufer domain R, (R; qf(R)) is a Jaard
pair. Moreover, for any Jaard domain R, the pair (R; R [X ]) is a Jaard pair.
Proposition 1.1. Let R S be an extension of integral domains such that S is a
Jaard domain and dimv S =dimv R + tr:deg[S :R]. If the extension R S satises
INC; then
(i) (R; S) is a Jaard pair and the extension R S is algebraic .
(ii) If RR1 and S  S1 are integral extensions such that R1 S1; then (R1; S1) is
a Jaard pair and the extension R1 S1 is algebraic.
To prove this proposition we need the following lemma:
Lemma 1.2. Let R S be an extension of integral domains such that dimv S =dimv
R+ tr:deg[S :R]. Then for each ring T 2 [R; S]; we have dimv T =dimv S− tr:deg[S : T ]
=dimv R+ tr:deg[T :R].
Proof. Let T 2 [R; S]. By [5, Lemme 1.1], dimv T  dimv R+tr:deg[T :R] and dimv S 
dimv T+tr:deg[S : T ]. Since dimv S =dimv R+tr:deg[S :R] and since the transcendence
degree is additive, then dimv R+ tr:deg[T :R]dimv T .
Proof of Proposition 1.1. (i) Let T 2 [R; S]. If T = S, then by the hypothesis T is a Jaf-
fard domain. If T 6= S, then dimv T =dimv S− tr:deg[S : T ] (Lemma 1.2). Since the ex-
tension R S satises INC then so does T  S. It follows that dim SdimTdimT+
tr:deg[S : T ] and hence dimv T =dimT . Thus, T is a Jaard domain. Since the exten-
sion R S satises INC, then dim SdimR. Now, R and S are Jaard domains imply
that dim S =dimR + tr:deg[S :R]. Hence tr:deg[S :R] = 0 and the extension R S is
algebraic.
(ii) The inclusion relations RR1 S1 and R S  S1 show that R1 S1 satises
INC and tr:deg[S1 :R1]= tr:deg[S :R]. Then dimv S1 =dimv S =dimR+ tr:deg[S :R] =
dimv R1 + tr:deg[S1 :R1]. The proof now follows from (i).
Our next result shows that, in general, the incomparability condition in
Proposition 1.1 is not necessary. However, Example 4.1 provides an extension R S
of Jaard domains such that (R; S) is not a Jaard pair while dimv S =dimv R +
tr:deg[S :R].
Proposition 1.3. Let R S be an extension of integral domains such that S is
Noetherian and dimv S =dimv R+ tr:deg[S :R]. Then (R; S) is a Jaard pair.
Proof. Let T 2 [R; S]. By [6, Lemme 1.1.], dim SdimT + tr:deg[S : T ] and by
Lemma 1.2., dim S =dimv S =dimv T + tr:deg[S : T ]. Consequently, dimv T =dimT ,
and T is a Jaard domain.
Remark 1.4. (a) If the hypothesis \dimv S =dimv R+tr:deg[S :R]" is omitted in Propo-
sition 1.1, the conclusion does not hold. Let R S be such that R=Z and S =Q(Y )[X ],
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where X and Y are independent indeterminates over Q. Clearly, R and S are Noethe-
rian with dimv S =dimv R<dimv R+ tr:deg[S :R]. However, (R; S) is not a Jaard pair,
since T =Z+ XQ(Y )[X ] is not a Jaard domain [17, Corollary 2.5].
(b) Example 4.1(a) shows that the result of Proposition 1.3 fails to be true if S is
only assumed to be a locally Jaard domain.
In what follows, we establish a kind of relationship between residually algebraic
pairs and Jaard pairs. Recall that an extension of integral domains R S is residually
algebraic if for each prime ideal Q of S, S=Q is algebraic over R=(Q\R) [15]. The
pair (R; S) is said to be residually algebraic if for each ring T in [R; S] the extension
RT is residually algebraic [8, Denition 2.1].
Lemma 1.5. Let R S be an extension of integral domains. The following hold:
(i) (R; S) is a Jaard (resp.; locally Jaard) pair if and only if ( R; S) is a Jaard
(resp.; locally Jaard) pair; where R denotes the integral closure of R in S.
(ii) If (R0; S 0) is a Jaard (resp.; locally Jaard) pair; then (R; S) is a Jaard
(resp.; locally Jaard) pair; where R0 and S 0 are; respectively; the integral closure of
R and S.
Proof. (i) If (R; S) is a Jaard (resp., locally Jaard) pair, then so is the pair ( R; S).
Conversely, let T 2 [R; S] and denote by T the integral closure of T in S, then T 2 [ R; S].
Therefore, if T is a Jaard (resp., locally Jaard) domain, then so is T (cf. [5, Corol-
laire 1.6]).
(ii) Trivial.
If (R; S) is a Jaard pair and p a prime ideal of R, then (Rp; Sp) need not be a
Jaard pair. Let R be a Jaard domain that is not locally Jaard; the pair (R; R [X ])
yields the desired example. However, for locally Jaard pairs we can state:
Lemma 1.6. Let R S be an extension of integral domains. The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) (R; S) is a locally Jaard pair;
(ii) (N−1R; N−1S) is a locally Jaard pair for each multiplicative subset N of R;
(iii) (RP; SP) is a locally Jaard pair for each prime ideal P of R;
(iv) (RM ; SM ) is a locally Jaard pair for each maximal ideal M of R.
Proof. (i)) (ii): Let T be a domain in [N−1R; N−1S] and set T1 = T \ S. Then
T1 2 [R; S] and T =N−1T1. Since T1 is locally Jaard, then so is T .
(ii)) (iii)) (iv) are obvious.
(iv)) (i): Let T be a domain in [R; S] and P be a prime ideal of T . We must show
that htv P= ht P. Set p=P \R and let M be a maximal ideal of R such that pM .
Set N =RnM , then N−1P is a prime ideal of TM 2 [RM ; SM ]. Since TM is a locally
Jaard domain, then htv N−1P= ht N−1P. Therefore, htv P= ht P, and T is a locally
Jaard domain.
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The following result points up a kind of relationship between residually algebraic
and Jaard pairs.
Theorem 1.7. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally closed
in S and R is local with maximal ideal M . If R is a Jaard domain; then (R; S) is a
Jaard pair.
Proof. Let T 2 [R; S]. There exists a divided prime Q of R such that T =RQ and R=Q
is a valuation domain [8, Theorem 2.5.]. It follows that dimv T = htv Q  htv M −
htv M=Q= ht M − ht M=Q. Since Q is divided, it is comparable to all prime ideals of
R (cf. proof of [1, Theorem 1] and [20, Proposition 1.2(ii)]).
Therefore ht M − ht M=Q= ht Q=dimT and hence dimv T =dimT .
To state our next result we introduce the following denition: Let R S be any
extension of integral domains. We say that R satises the altitude inequality formula
(resp., altitude formula) with respect to S, if for each T 2 [R; S] the extension RT
satises the altitude inequality formula (resp., altitude formula).
The pair (R; S) is said to satisfy the altitude inequality formula (resp., altitude for-
mula) if each domain T 2 [R; S] satises altitude inequality formula (resp., altitude
formula) [21]. Thus, a domain R is locally Jaard if and only if R satises the altitude
inequality formula with respect to its quotient eld qf(R) [5, Theoreme 1.5]. More-
over, if R satises absolutely the altitude inequality formula (resp., altitude formula)
[5], then R satises the altitude inequality formula (resp., altitude formula) with respect
to qf(R). However, the converse is false.
Lemma 1.8. Let R S be an extension of integral domains. The following are
equivalent:
(i) R satises the altitude inequality formula (resp.; altitude formula) with respect
to S.
(ii) N−1R satises the altitude inequality formula (resp.; altitude formula) with
respect to N−1S for each multiplicative subset N of R.
(iii) Rp satises the altitude inequality formula (resp.; altitude formula) with re-
spect to Sp for each prime ideal p of R.
(iv) RM satises the altitude inequality formula (resp.; altitude formula) with re-
spect to SM for each maximal ideal M of R.
Proposition 1.9. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally
closed in S. Then
(i) R satises the altitude formula with respect to S.
(ii) For each domain T 2 [R; S] and each integer n  0; the extension R [X ]T [X ]
satises the altitude formula; where [X ] = [X1; : : : ; Xn].
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Proof. (i) Let T 2 [R; S], Q a prime ideal of T and set P=Q\R. By [8, Theorem
2.10.)], TQ =RP . Thus, htT Q= htR P= htR P + tr:deg[T :R] − tr:deg[T=Q :R=P], since
RT and R=PT=Q are algebraic extensions.
(ii) By [18, Lemma 1.4], the extension R [X ]T [X ] is residually algebraic, so we
need only to prove that for each prime ideal Q of T [X ], ht Q=ht P, where P= Q\R
[X ]. Set q=Q\T and p=P \R. Then: ht Q−ht P=(htq[X ]+n−tr:deg[T [X ]=Q : T=q])
− (htp[X ] + n − tr:deg[R [X ]=P :R=p])= (htq[X ] − htp[X ]) + tr:deg[R [X ]=P :R=p] −
tr:deg[T [X ]=Q : T=q].
On the other hand, Rp= Tq (cf. [8, Theorem 2.10]); then htq[X ] = htp[X ]. By the
inclusion relations R=pT=qT [X ]=Q and R=pR [X ]=PT [X ]=Q, we have tr:deg
[R [X ]=P :R=p] − tr:deg[T [X ]=Q : T=q] = tr:deg[T=q :R=p] − tr:deg[T [X ]=Q :R [X ]=P]
= 0. Hence ht Q= ht P.
Remark 1.10. (a) A pair (R; S) such that R satises the altitude inequality formula with
respect to S need not be a Jaard pair. To see that, consider a locally Jaard domain
R which does not satisfy absolutely the altitude inequality formula (cf. [5, Lemme 2.1,
Exemple 5.3]). Then R satises the altitude inequality formula with respect to qf(R)
[5, Theoreme 1.5]; however (R; qf(R)) is not a Jaard pair [5, Lemme 2.1].
(b) Note that if (N−1R; N−1S) is a Jaard pair for each multiplicative subset N
of R, then (R; S) need not be a locally Jaard pair. As a matter of fact, consider an
integral ring extension R S such that R is a locally Jaard domain and S is not [5,
Example 5.3]. In this case, for each multiplicative subset N of R, (N−1R; N−1S) is a
Jaard pair [2, Proposition 1.1], but (R; S) is not a locally Jaard pair.
Proposition 1.11. Let R S be an extension of integral domains such that R is a
locally Jaard domain and satises the altitude formula with respect to S. Then;
(a) (R; S) is a locally Jaard pair.
(b) Let T 2 [R; S].Then the extension R [X ]T [X ] satises the altitude formula.
Proof. (a) Let T 2 [R; S]. Then RT satises the altitude formula. Since R is locally
Jaard, then by [6, Lemme 1.12], T is locally Jaard.
(b) Let T 2 [R; S]. Since T is a locally Jaard domain, the extension T T [X ] satis-
es the altitude formula [21, Lemme 1.4]. On the other hand, by the hypothesis, RT
satises the altitude formula and so does RT [X ] (cf. [5, Lemme 3.1]). Therefore,
R [X ]T [X ] satises the altitude formula (cf. [5, Lemme 3.1]).
Corollary 1.12. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally
closed in S. If R is a locally Jaard domain; then (R; S) is a locally Jaard pair.
A natural question arising from the previous result is whether locally Jaard pair
implies residually algebraic pair. The answer is negative since, as recalled in the
Introduction, for a Jaard domain R (resp., a eld K), (R; R [X ]) is a Jaard pair
(resp., (K; K[X ]) is a locally Jaard pair) but not a residually algebraic pair. However,
we can state:
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Lemma 1.13. Let (R; S) be a locally Jaard pair. Let T 2 [R; S] and M be a nonzero
maximal ideal of T . Then we have tr:deg[T=M :R=(M \R)]= 0.
Proof. Let T be a domain in [R; S] and M a maximal ideal of T . Consider the domain
R1 of the construction (T;M; R=m), where m=M \R (cf. [11] or see the next section).
Since R1 2 [R; S] is a locally Jaard domain, tr:deg[T=M :R=m] = 0 [2, Corollary 2.12].
If we leave out the assumption \R is integrally closed in S" in Corollary 1.12, we
can easily construct an extension of domains R S such that R is a locally Jaard
domain, the pair (R; S) is residually algebraic, but it is not locally Jaard. To see that,
just consider the pair (R; R0), where R is a locally Jaard domain but its integral closure
R0 is not a locally Jaard domain .
2. P-pairs arising from pullback constructions
Let B be an integral domain, I an ideal of B and D a subring of B=I . Consider the
pullback construction of commutative domains:
R −! D??y ??y
B −! B=I
Following [11], we say that R is a domain of the (B; I; D) construction and we set
R := (B; I; D).
Recall that a ring R is said to be residually Jaard (resp., totally Jaard) if R=P is
a Jaard domain (resp., locally Jaard) for each prime ideal P of R [12].
The goal of this section is to determine necessary and sucient conditions for the
pair (R; B) to provide a P-pair, where P denotes, respectively: (locally) Jaard, totally
Jaard, (Stably) strong S-domain. First of all, let us consider the case where the ideal
I is assumed to be maximal.
Following [7], we say that a ring R is quasi-Pruferian if for each prime ideal P of
R [X ] and each prime ideal q of R such that P q[X ], then P=p[X ] where p=P \R.
If R is a domain, then R is quasi-Pruferian if and only if R0 is a Prufer domain.
Proposition 2.1. Let T be a local domain with maximal ideal M; D a subring of the
eld K = T=M and R=(T;M;D). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (R; T ) is a Jaard (resp.; residually Jaard) pair;
(ii) D is a quasi-Pruferian domain; T is a Jaard (resp.; residually Jaard) domain
and D ,!K is algebraic;
(iii) (R; T ) is a residually algebraic pair and T is a Jaard (resp.; residually Jaf-
fard) domain.
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Proof. (i)) (ii): By [2, Theorem 2.6], D ,!K is algebraic. On the other hand, if D1
is an overring of D, then D1=R1=M , where R1 is a domain in [R; T ]. Then R1 is a
Jaard domain and so is D1 [2, Theorem 2.6]. It follows that D0 is a Prufer domain
[5, Lemme 2.1 and Theoreme 2.6]. Hence D is quasi-Pruferian [7, Theoreme 5.1].
(ii)) (i): By [2, Theorem 2.6] (resp., [4, Corollaire 2.5], [19, Corollaire 1.9]), R
is a Jaard (resp., residually Jaard) domain. Now, let R1 2 [R; T ]. It is clear that
R1 = (T;M;D1), for some D1 2 [D;K]. Hence each overring of D1 is a Jaard domain;
in particular, D1 is a residually Jaard (and hence a Jaard) domain by [5, Lemme
2.1, Corollaire 2.3] and [7, Theoreme 5.1]. Therefore, if T is a Jaard (resp., residually
Jaard) domain, then so is R1 [2, Theorem 2.6.] (resp., [4, Corollaire 2.4.]).
(ii), (iii): It is straightforward from [8, Proposition 5.1] and [7, Theoreme 5.1].
Theorem 2.2. Let T be an integral domain; M a maximal ideal of T; D a subring
of the eld K = T=M and R=(T;M;D). Let P denote respectively: (locally) Jaard;
totally Jaard; (Stably) strong S-domain. The following are equivalent:
(i) (R; T ) is a P-pair;
(ii) D is quasi-Pruferian; T is P and D ,!K is algebraic;
(iii) (R; T ) is a residually algebraic pair and T is P.
Proof. (i)) (ii): Assume that (R; T ) is a P-pair. Then clearly T and R are P and hence
D ,!K is algebraic (cf. respectively [2, Theorem 2.6, Corollary 2.12], [4, Corollary 2.5]
and [22, Theoreme 1.1]). Now, let D1 be an overring of D, then R1 = (T;M;D1)2 [R; T ]
and hence is P. By the same arguments, D1 is P, and by [5, Lemme 2.1] and [7,
Theoreme 5.1], D is quasi-Pruferian.
(ii)) (i): Suppose that D is quasi-Pruferian and that D ,!K is algebraic. Then each
overring of D in K is P (cf. [5, Lemme 2.1, Corollaire 2.7] and [7, Theoreme 5.1]).
Let R1 2 [R; T ] and set D1 =R1=M . It is clear that R1 = (T;M;D1) and it follows that
R1 is P [2, Theorem 2.6, Corollary 2.12], [4, Corollaire 2.5] [19, Corollaire 1.9] and
[22, Theorem 1.1].
(ii), (iii): Follows from [8, Proposition 5.1] and [7, Theoreme 5.1].
Now, let RT L= qf(R). Then even when (R; T ) and (T; L) are Jaard pairs,
(R; L) may not be a Jaard pair (i.e., the concept of Jaard pair is not transitive (cf.
Examples 4.2 and 4.1(b)). However, by means of [7, Theoreme 5.1], for a (T;M;D)
construction we can state:
Corollary 2.3. Let T be a local domain with maximal ideal M; D a subring of the
eld K = T=M and R=(T;M;D). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) R is quasi-Pruferian;
(ii) (R; T ) is a Jaard pair and T is quasi-Pruferian;
(iii) (R; T ) is a strong S-domain pair and T is quasi-Pruferian.
Recall that a domain R is said to be an S-domain [23], if for each height one prime
ideal P of R, P[X ] is also a height one in R [X ]. A ring R is said to be a Strong
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S-ring, if for each prime ideal P of R, R=P is an S-domain. By Stably strong S-ring,
we mean a ring R such that R [X1; : : : ; Xn] is a strong S-ring for each integer n2N.
A ring R is said to be catenarian if for each pair of prime ideals PQ of R, all the
saturated chains between P and Q have the same (nite) length. When R [X1; : : : ; Xn]
is catenarian for each integer n2N; we say that R is universally catenarian [10].
Theorem 2.4. Let T be an integral domain; M a maximal ideal of T; D a subring of
the eld K = T=M and R=(T;M;D). Then:
(a) (R; T ) is a catenarian pair if and only if (D;K) is a catenarian pair and T is
catenarian.
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (R; T ) is a universally catenarian pair;
(ii) D satises absolutely the altitude formula [5], T is universally catenarian and
D ,!K is algebraic.
Proof. The assertion (a) follows from [4, Proposition 2.10], and (b) is a consequence
of [5, Theoreme 3.8] and [3, Corollary 2.3].
Recall that a construction (S; I; D) is said to be almost simple if any prime ideal of
S that contains I is maximal. It is said to be simple if further D has a unique minimal
prime ( in particular, when D is integral) (cf. [11]). Note that if R=(S; I; D) is almost
simple, then R ,! S satises INC. Our next result is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 1.1:
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that R=(S; I; D) is almost simple. If S is a Jaard domain
such that dimv S =dimv R; then (R; S) is a Jaard pair.
Note that, in general, the condition \almost simple" is not necessary. To see that,
let S =Z[i; Y ], I = YS and R=(S; I;Z), where i2 = −1 and Y is an indeterminate over
Z[i]. Since S=I is integral over R=I , then S is integral over R. But S is a Jaard domain
and hence (R; S) is a Jaard pair. However, the construction R=(S; I;Z) is not almost
simple.
We pause now to give necessary and sucient conditions for a pair of domains with
a common ideal to be locally Jaard.
Proposition 2.6. Let R=(S; I; D) such that S is a locally Jaard domain and I is
contained in a unique prime ideal M of S. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (R; S) is a locally Jaard pair;
(ii) (R=I; S=I) is a locally Jaard pair and dM := tr:deg[S=M : D] = 0.
Proof. (i)) (ii): Let D1 2 [R=I; S=I ]. Then D1= T=I , where T is a domain in [R; S].
Thus T is a locally Jaard domain. Since S is locally Jaard and the construction
(S; I; D1) is simple, then by [12, Corollaire 2], D1 is locally Jaard and dM =0.
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(ii)) (i): Since D is locally Jaard and dM =0. Then by [12, Corollaire 2], R is
a locally Jaard domain. Now, let RT  S then T =(S; I; D1), where D1 = T=I . Thus
D1 is a locally Jaard domain and tr:deg[S=M : T=(M \T )]= 0. Thus T is locally
Jaard (cf. [12, Corollaire 2]).
The following result is a slight generalization of [8, Proposition 5.1].
Proposition 2.7. Let R=(S; I; D) where I is a prime ideal of S. The following hold:
(a) R S is a residually algebraic extension if and only if R=I  S=I is a residually
algebraic extension.
(b) (R; S) is a residually algebraic pair if and only if (R=I; S=I) is a residually
algebraic pair.
Proof. Straightforward.
Proposition 2.8. Let (R; S) be a pair of domains sharing a common ideal I and
such that R [X ] S[X ] satises INC and S is a strong S-domain. The following are
equivalent:
(i) (R; S) is a strong S-pair;
(ii) (R=I; S=I) is a strong S-pair.
Proof. (i)) (ii): Each domain in [R=I; S=I ] is isomorphic to the factor ring, by the
ideal I , of a domain in [R; S].
(ii)) (i). Let T =(S; I; D1) be a domain in [R; S] and let p q be two adjacent
primes in T . We must show that the extended primes p[X ] q[X ] are adjacent in
T [X ]. Three cases are then possible:
Case 1: I p q. Since D1 is a strong S-domain, then p[X ] q[X ] are adjacent.
Case 2: I 6 q. Denote by DT (I) (resp., DS(I)) the set of prime ideals of T (resp., S)
not containing I . Since DT (I) is homeomorphic to DS(I) (cf. [11, Proposition 0]), then
there exist p0 q0 two adjacent prime ideals of S, such that p0 \T =p and q0 \T = q.
We claim that p[X ] q[X ] are adjacent. Otherwise, there exists H 2Spec(T [X ]) such
that p[X ]H  q[X ]. The previous chain lifts, in S[X ], to a chain p0[X ]H 0 q0[X ]
(cf. [11, Proposition 0]). This contradicts to the fact that S is a strong S-domain. Hence
p[X ] q[X ] are adjacent in T [X ].
Case 3: Iq and I 6p. By [11, Proposition 4], let p0q0 be two primes of S such
that p0\T=p and q0\T=q. If there exists H 2Spec(T [X ]) such that p[X ]Hq[X ]
then, I [X ] 6H and, once more, [11, Proposition 4] allows us to conclude that there exist
H 0, Q02Spec(S[X ]) such that p0[X ]H 0Q0, with H 0 \T [X ] =H and Q0 \T [X ] =
q[X ]. Now, (Q0 \ S)[X ]\T [X ] = q[X ] and since the extension R [X ] ,! S[X ] satises
INC, we have (Q0 \ S)[X ] =Q0. On the other hand, p0Q0 \ S are adjacent in S (since
T ,! S satises INC), it follows that p0[X ]Q0 are adjacent. Therefore p[X ] q[X ]
are adjacent in T [X ] and T is a strong S-domain.
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If the extension R [X ] S[X ] does not satisfy INC, then it may happen that S is a
strong S-domain and (R=I; S=I) is a strong S-pair, but (R; S) is not a strong S-pair (cf.
Example 4.3 below).
We close this section with the following result:
Proposition 2.9. Let (R; S) be a pair of domains sharing a common prime ideal I
which is divided in S. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (R; S) is a catenarian pair;
(ii) (R=I; S=I) is a catenarian pair and S is a catenarian domain.
Proof. (ii)) (i): Let T be a domain in [R; S] and p q be two adjacent prime ideals
in T . We must show that htq=1 + htp. There are three cases to consider:
Case 1: I p. In this situation we have htq=I = htp=I + 1, since T=I is catenarian.
Hence htq= htq=I + htI and htp= htp=I + htI (because I is a divided prime of T and
hence is comparable with all primes of T ).
Case 2: I 6 q. By [11, Proposition 0] there exist p0 q0 two adjacent prime ide-
als of S such that p0 \T =p, q0 \T = q, Tp= Sp0 and Tq= Sq0 . Thus htp= htp0 and
htq= htq0. Since S is catenarian, then htq0=1 + htp0, which gives htq=1 + htp.
Case 3: p I  q. Then q= I . Since each prime ideal of S is comparable to I , then
htSI = htT I (cf. [19, Lemme 1.2]). It follows that htq= htI = htp0 + 1= htp+ 1.
Now, let (R; S) be a pair of integral domains. An interesting question arising from
the preceding study is whether one may compute the number of Jaard (resp., locally
Jaard) domains in the set [R; S].
3. Jaard index of a pair of rings
Let R S be an extension of rings. We call the Jaard (resp., locally Jaard)
index of the pair (R; S), denoted by j[R; S] J j (resp., j[R; S]l: J j) the cardinality of
the set [R; S] J (resp., [R; S]l: J ) (i.e., the number of Jaard (resp., locally Jaard)
rings in the set [R; S]). If PQ are two prime ideals of R, we denote by j[P;Q] J j
the cardinal of [P;Q] J = fq2Spec(R)jP qQ and Rq is a Jaard ringg and
we call it the Jaard index of the pair (P;Q). For example, if R is not Jaard,
then j[R; R0] J j= j[R; R0]l: J j=0. If V is a valuation domain of nite dimension d
with quotient eld K , then j[V; K] J j= j[V; K]l: J j= j[V; K]j=d + 1 (cf. [8, Corol-
lary 3.6(ii)]).
Theorem 3.1. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally
closed in S. Suppose that R is semilocal with maximal ideals M1; : : : ; Mr . For each
i2f1; : : : ; rg let Qi be the prime ideal of R such that SMi =RQi ([8; Theorem 2.5]).
If Ni= j[Qi;Mi] J j is nite for each i2f1; : : : ; rg; then j[R; S]l: J j 
Qr
i=1 Ni.
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Proof. As in the proof of [8, Theorem 3.3], consider the following mapping:
 :
rY
i=1
[Qi;Mi] := [Q1; M1]     [Qr;Mr]! [R; S]; (P1; : : : ; Pr) 7!
r\
i=1
RPi :
We claim that [R; S]l: J (
Qr
i=1[Qi;Mi] J ). Let T 2 [R; S]l: J . Then T =
Tr
i=1 TMi (cf.
[8, Lemma 3.1]). Since (R; T ) is a residually algebraic pair, for each i2f1; : : : ; rg there
exists a prime ideal Pi 2Spec(R) such that TMi =Rpi . As in the proof of [8, Theorem
3.3], Pi 2 [Qi;Mi] and the equality TMi =Rpi yields that Pi is a Jaard prime. Hence
j[R; S]l: J j  j(
Qr
i=1[Qi;Mi] J )j  j
Qr
i=1[Qi;Mi] J j=
Qr
i=1 Ni.
Remark 3.2. (a) With the same assumptions as in the previous theorem, if in addition
R is a locally Jaard domain, then
j[R; S] J j= j[R; S]l: J j 
rY
i=1
Ni=
rY
i=1
(hi + 1);
where hi= ht(Mi=Qi).
(b) Note that if (R; S) is a residually algebraic pair such that R is local with maximal
ideal M and R is integrally closed in S, then there exist Q a prime ideal of R such that
S =RQ (cf. [8, Theorem 2.5]). It follows that the mapping: [Q;M ] J ! [R; S] J ; P 7!RP
is bijective. Moreover, assuming R to be a Jaard domain, Theorem 1.7 asserts that
(R; S) is a Jaard pair and hence j[R; S] J j= j[R; S]j. Now, [8, Corollary 3.7] shows
that
j[R; S] J j= j[R; S]j= htM=Q + 1= dimR− dim S + 1:
Proposition 3.3. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally
closed in S. Suppose that R is semilocal with maximal ideals M1; : : : ; Mr . For each
i2f1; : : : ; rg let Qi be the prime ideal of R such that SMi =RQi . If Ni= j[Qi;Mi] J j is
nite for each i2f1; : : : ; rg; (particularly; if the Krull dimension of R is nite) and
if M1; : : : ; Mr are Jaard primes; then j[R; S]j 
Qr
i=1 Ni.
Proof. It follows from the fact that [R; S](Qri=1[Qi;Mi] J ), since (RMi ; SMi) is a
Jaard pair for each i2f1; : : : ; rg (cf. Theorem 1.7).
Theorem 3.4. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally
closed in S. Suppose that R is semilocal with maximal ideals M1; : : : ; Mr and for
each i2f1; : : : ; rg let Qi be the prime ideal of R such that SMi =RQi . Denote by
! the cardinality of Jaard primes among the Mi. If hi= ht(Mi=Qi) is nite for
each i2f1; : : : ; rg; then any chain of domains of the form (c) R0R1    Rn
in [R; S]l: J has length n 
Pr
i=1 Ni − !; where Ni= j[Qi;Mi] J j. Moreover; if S is a
locally Jaard domain; then n Pri=1 Ni − r= Pri=1 hi.
Before proving this theorem, we shall establish the analogue of [8, Lemma 3.2].
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Lemma 3.5. Let (R; S) be a residually algebraic pair such that R is integrally closed
in S. Set Max(R)= fMiji2 Ig and for T 2 [R; S] and i2 I; let Qi and Pi be the prime
ideals of R such that SMi =RQi and TMi =RPi . Set HJ (T )=
S
i2I [Qi; Pi] J . Then:
(a) Let T 0 2 [R; S]. If Mi is a Jaard prime for each i2 I; then T = T 0 if and only
if HJ (T )=HJ (T 0).
(b) If T; T 0 2 [R; S]l: J ; then T = T 0 if and only if HJ (T )=HJ (T 0).
Proof. Under the hypothesis of both assertions (a) and (b), either of Pi and P0i is a
Jaard prime for each i2 I (cf. Theorem 1.7). Now, suppose that HJ (T )=HJ (T 0).
Then
T =
\
i2I
TMi =
\
i2I
RPi =
\
i2I
0
@ \
P2[Qi; Pi] J
RP
1
A = \
P2HJ (T )
RP =
\
P2HJ (T 0)
RP = T 0:
Proof of Theorem 3.4 . Let T and T 0 be two elements of the chain (c). By [8,
Lemma 3.1], we may write T =
Tr
i=1 Rpi and T
0=
Tr
i=1 Rp0i . Now, assume that T T 0.
Then P0i Pi for each i2f1; : : : ; rg (cf. [8, Lemma 3.2]). Therefore, HJ (T 0)HJ (T ).
If T 6= T 0. Then HJ (T ) 6=HJ (T 0) (cf. Lemma 3.5). Thus,
jHJ (R)j  jHJ (R0)j>jHJ (R1)j>   >jHJ (Rn)j  jHJ (S)j:
It follows that
n  jHJ (R)j − jHJ (S)j= jHJ (R)j − ! 
rX
i=1
Ni − !;
but n Pri=1 hi (cf. [8, Theorem 3.8]); hence
n  Inf
 
rX
i=1
Ni − !;
rX
i=1
hi
!
=
rX
i=1
Ni − !
since [Qi;Mi] are totally ordered (cf. [8, Theorem 3.3 (Proof)]). Moreover, if S is a
locally Jaard domain then != r and the second conclusion of the Theorem follows
since Ni − 1= hi.
The following theorem provides a new characterization of valuation domains with
nite dimension.
Theorem 3.6. Let V be an integral domain of nite Krull dimension d  1 and with
quotient eld K . The following statements are equivalent:
(i) V is a valuation domain;
(ii) j[V; K]j=d+ 1;
(iii) If R0R1    Rn is a chain of elements of [V; K]; then n  d;
(iv) j[V; K] J j=d+ 1;
(v) j[V; K]l: J j=d+ 1.
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Lemma 3.7. Let R be an integral domain with quotient eld K . If one of the three
indices j[R; K]l: J j; j[R; K] J j or j[R; K]j is nite; then the three indices are nite and
equal.
Proof. It is clear that j[R; K]l: J j  j[R; K] J j  j[R; K]j. Hence, it suces to prove that
if j[R; K]l: J j is nite then these three indices are equal. But this hypothesis implies that
the number of valuation overrings of R is nite. Thus, the integral closure of R is an
intersection of a nite number of valuation domains therefore R0 is a Prufer domain
(even a Bezout domain) [23, Theorem 107]. Hence, R satises absolutely the altitude
inequality formula, then each overring of R is locally Jaard.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. (i)) (ii): It is clear that if V is a valuation domain, then
j[V; K]j= dimV + 1 (cf. [8, Corollary 3.6(ii)]).
(ii)) (iii): Trivial.
(iii)) (i): Since dimv V  d, then there exists a valuation overring W of R with
a maximal chain of prime ideals (0)P1    Ps, where s= dimW d. Therefore
we have
V W =WPs WPs−1     WP1 K:
It follows that s=d and V =W .
(i)) (iv) is obvious. (iv)) (v)) (ii) follows from Lemma 3.7.
The following proposition provides a slight generalization of [8, Corollary 3.7] and
gives sucient conditions for a domain to be Prufer.
Proposition 3.8. Let R be a semilocal integral domain of nite Krull dimension and
M1; : : : ; Mr its maximal ideals.
(a) If R satises two of the following conditions:
(i) R is a Prufer domain;
(ii) j[R; qf(R)]j= Qri=1(htMi + 1);
(iii) [(0); Mi]\ [(0); Mj] = f(0)g; for each i 6= j; i; j=1; : : : ; r; then it satises the
third.
(b) If dimR=1; then R is a Prufer domain if and only if j[R; qf(R)]j=2r .
Proof. ((i) and (ii))) (iii) and ((i) and (iii))) (ii) are easily seen using [8, Corol-
lary 3.7]. It remains only to prove that ((ii) and (iii))) (i) or equivalently, we shall
show that RMi is a valuation domain, for each i2f1; : : : ; rg. It is enough to show
that j[RMi ; qf(R)]j= hi +1, where hi= htMi (cf. Theorem 3.6). So let P0; i=(0)P1; i
    Phi−1; iPhi; i=Mi be a maximal chain of Mi, and for each 0  ki  hi,
consider the ring Tk1 ; :::; kr =
Tr
i=1 RPki ; i and dene the mapping
	 :
rY
i=1
Ni! [R; qf(R)]; (k1; : : : ; kr) 7! Tk1 ; :::; kr ;
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where Ni= f0; 1; : : : ; hig. We claim that 	 is injective. Indeed, if (k1; : : : ; kr) 6=
(k 01; : : : ; k
0
r) and Tk1 ; :::; kr = Tk01 ; :::; k0r , then there exist ki 6= k 0i (say ki<k 0i ) such that Pk0i ; iSr
i=1 Pki; i, since we have Tk1 ; :::; kr = Tk01 ; :::; k0r RPk0i ; i . So if x =2
Sr
i=1 Pki; i then 1=x2Tk1 ; :::; kr
= Tk01 ; :::; k0r . Thus 1=x2RPk0i ; i , and hence x =2Pk0i ; i. Thus there exists an integer j 6= i such
that Pk0i ; iPkj; j, contradicting (iii).
Remark 3.9. There exists a Jaard domain R such that dimR=d and j[R; qf(R)] J j>
d+1. Let R be a Prufer domain which is not local, and let M be a maximal ideal of R
such that htM = dimR. Hence, V =RM is a proper valuation overring of R. It follows
that j[R; qf(R)] J j  1 + j[V; qf(R)] J j=1 + d+ 1=d+ 2.
4. Examples and counterexamples
This section is concerned with examples showing the limits of the results established
in the previous sections.
Example 4.1. This example provides:
(a) A pair (R; S) which is not Jaard, but such that R and S are Jaard domains
with the same dimension, R is going-down, the extension R S is algebraic and does
not satisfy the altitude inequality formula.
(b) Two Jaard pairs (R; T ) and (T; S) such that (R; S) is not a Jaard pair. (Thus
the concept of Jaard pairs is not transitive.)
(c) A ring extension RT such that T is a Jaard domain and dimv T = dimv R +
tr:deg[T :R]. The extension RT is algebraic and satises INC but not residually
algebraic.
Let K be a eld, X and Y two indeterminates over K and L=K(X; Y ). Con-
sider the domains V1 =K(X ) + M1 and V2 =K + M2, where M1 = YK(X )[Y ](Y ) and
M2 =XK[X ](X ) + (Y + 1)K(X )[Y ](Y+1). Then V1 and V2 are incomparable valuation
domains of rank 1 and 2, respectively. Thus T =V1 \V2 is a Prufer semilocal do-
main with maximal ideals m1 =M1 \T and m2 =M2 \T . Set R=(T; m1; K). We have
dimR= dimv R= dim T = dimv T =2 (cf. [2, Theorem 2.11]); so R and T are Jaard
domains, while Rm1 is not. Let S =K + XK[X ](X ) + YK(X )[Y ](Y ) =K + M
0
1, where
M 01 =XK[X ](X ) + YK(X )[Y ](Y ). We have RRm1  S; therefore (R; S) is not a Jaf-
fard pair, while, dimv S = dimv R+ tr:deg[S :R] and qf(S)= qf(R)=L. The ring R is
going-down (since Rm1 is one-dimensional, and Rm2 \ R= Tm2 is a valuation domain,
hence going-down) (cf. [14, Lemma 2.1]).
The extension R S does not satisfy the altitude inequality formula. Indeed, R S
and M 01 \R=M1 \R=m1, and htSM 01 = 2>htRM 01 \R + tr:deg[S :R] − tr:deg[S=M 01 :
R=M 01 \R] = 1. This proves assertion (a)
(b) Consider the inclusion relations RT V1. The pair (R; T ) is Jaard (cf. Propo-
sition 2.5) and so is the pair (T; V1) because each overring of T is a Prufer domain.
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On the other hand, (R; V1) is not a Jaard pair since RRm1 V1 and Rm1 is not a
Jaard domain.
(c) The extension RT satises dimv T = dimv R+ tr:deg[T :R] and T is a Jaard
domain. Moreover, RT satises INC. Hence (R; T ) is a Jaard pair. However, the
extension RT is not residually algebraic (cf. Proposition 2.7).
As stated before, if we leave out the assumption \R local" in Corollary 2.3, the
following example shows, among other facts, that the implication (ii)) (i) fails.
Example 4.2. A domain R of a (T;M;D) construction such that T is not local, (R; T )
is a Jaard pair, the domain T is quasi-Pruferian, but R is not.
Let K be a eld and let X , Y , Z , W be indeterminates over K . Put L=K(X; Y; Z;W ).
Now, V1 =K(X; Z;W )+M 01, where M
0
1 = YK(X; Z;W )[Y ](Y ), is a (discrete) rank 1 val-
uation domain of L with maximal ideal M 01.
V2 =K + M 02, where M
0
2 =XK[X ](X ) + (Y + 1)K(X )[Y ](Y+1) + ZK(X; Y )[Z](Z) +
WK(X; Y; Z)[W ](W ), is a valuation domain of L with maximal ideal M 02 and dimV2 = 4.
Further, V1 and V2 are incomparable; thus T =V1 \V2 is a Prufer semilocal do-
main with M1 =M 01 \T and M2 =M 02 \T as maximal ideals. Set R=(T;M1; D), where
D=K + XK(Z;W )[X ](X ). We have that dim T = dimv T = dimR= dimv R=4. More-
over, dimD=1 and dimv D=3; hence D is not a Jaard domain. Now, from Propo-
sition 1.1, it follows that (R; T ) is a Jaard pair. The extension RT is residually
algebraic since T=M1 is algebraic over D. By [17, Lemma 1.4], R[X ]T [X ] is also
residually algebraic and hence satises INC (cf. [18, Lemme 1.6]), thus it follows that
(R[X ]; T [X ]) is a Jaard pair (cf. Proposition 1.1).
The next example illustrates the fact that Proposition 2.8 does not hold in general.
In particular, it may fail if R[X ] S[X ] does not satisfy INC.
Example 4.3. Let k be a eld, and let X and Y be indeterminates over k. Set R= k+
Xk(Y )[X ](X ), S = k[Y ] +Xk(Y )[X ](X ) and T = k(Y )[X ](X ). R, S and T share the ideal
I =Xk(Y )[X ](X ). We have R=I = k and S=I = k[Y ]. Since the extension R=I  S=I does
not satisfy INC, then neither does R[X ] S[X ] (cf. [11, Proposition 6]). The pair
(R=I; S=I) is strong S-pair. Indeed, if D is a domain in [R=I; S=I ], then D2 [k; k[Y ]];
hence D is a Jaard domain (cf. [6, Theoreme 1.9]). On the other hand, dimD  1,
so D is a strong S-domain (cf. [10, Corollary 6.3]). Since T and k[Y ] are strong S-
domains and tr:deg[T=I : S=I ] = 0, then S =(T; I; k[Y ]) is a strong S-domain (cf. [19,
Theoreme 1.13]). But R=(T; I; k) is not a strong S-domain. Thus, the pair (R; S) is
neither a strong S-pair nor a Jaard pair since R is neither a Jaard domain nor a
strong S-domain.
We close this section with two examples showing the limits of the results established
in Section 3. Indeed, the bound of the inequality established in Theorem 3.1 can,
eectively, be reached and the equality of Remark 3.2. is satised.
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Example 4.4. For each integer n 1, there exists a residually algebraic pair (R; S)
such that R is integrally closed in S, j[R; S]j= n+ 1, j[R; S] J j= n and j[R; S]l: J j=0.
Let k be a eld and X1; X2; : : : ; Xn and Xn+1 independent indeterminates over k and set
K = k(X1; : : : ; Xn−1). Consider the valuation ring V = k+X1k[X1](X1) +   +Xnk[Xn](Xn)
and let (0)P1P2    Pn be its maximal chain of prime ideals.
Set
V1 =K(Xn) + m1; where m1 =Xn+1K(Xn)[Xn+1](Xn+1)
and
V2 =K + m2; where m2 =XnK(Xn+1)[Xn](Xn):
Then S =V1 \V2 is a semilocal domain with two maximal ideals, say m01 =m1 \ S and
m02 =m2 \ S. We have Sm01 =V1, Sm02 =V2, dim S =1 and dimv S =2.
Now, dene R by the following pullback diagram:
R −! V??y ??y
S −! S=m01:
Since the pair (R=m01; S=m
0
1) is residually algebraic, then so is the pair (R; S) (cf. Proposi-
tion 2.7). The domain R is integrally closed in S since R=m01 is integrally closed in S=m
0
1.
Let P0i , 1  i  n, denote the inverse image of Pi by the canonical mapping R!R=m01,
R is a semilocal ring with maximal ideals M1 =m02 \R and M2 =P0n. Clearly, RM1 = SM1
and Rm01 = SM2 . Hence N1 = j[M1; M1] J j=0 and N2 = j[m01; M2] J j= n+ 1. On the other
hand, R=(S; m01; V ) and S=m
0
1 =K(Xn), so for each domain T 2 [R; S] there exists a
domain D2 [V; K(Xn)] such that T =(S; m01; D). It follows that j[R; S]j= j[V; K(Xn)]j.
Now by Theorem 3.6 j[V; K(Xn)]j= n+ 1, and Theorem 3.1 shows that j[R; S]l: J j=0.
Since S is not a locally Jaard domain, there is no locally Jaard domain in the set
[R; S]. In fact, it is easy to see that there are exactly n Jaard domains in [R; S]. Indeed,
if T is a domain in [R; S], then T =(S; m01; VPi) with 1  i  n. Therefore dim T =1+ i
and dimv T =Sup(2; 1 + i); this shows that the result of Remark 3.2(b) does not hold
if R is not local.
Example 4.5. For each integer n  1, there exists a residually algebraic pair (R; S)
such that R is local and integrally closed in S, j[R; S]j= n, and j[R; S] J j=0.
Let k be a eld and fX1; X2; : : : ; Xn; Xn+1g a nite set of independent indeterminates
over k. Consider the valuation domain
V = k + X1k[X1](X1) +   + Xn−1k(X1; : : : ; Xn−2)[Xn−1](Xn−1)
and set (0)P1P2   Pn−1 to be its maximal chain of prime ideals.
Let S =K +M , where K = k(X1; : : : ; Xn−1) and M =Xn+1K(Xn)[Xn+1](Xn+1), and set
R=V +M . It is clear that the pair (V; K) is residually algebraic. By Proposition 2.7,
(R; S) is a residually algebraic pair. Furthermore, the domain R is local and integrally
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closed in S (cf. [11]). Let P0i , 1  i  n − 1, denote the inverse image of Pi un-
der the canonical homomorphism R!R=M . It is easily seen that RM = SM . Hence
j[R; S] J j= j[M;M ] J j=0. Now, since R=(S;M; V ) and S=M =K , then each domain
T 2 [R; S] is of the form (S;M;D), where D2 [V; K]. Therefore, j[R; S]j= j[V; K]j= n
(the second equality follows from Theorem 3.6).
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